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Abstract. There is an increasing interest in semantically annotated 3D
models, e.g. of cities. The typical approaches start with the semantic
labelling of all the images used for the 3D model. Such labelling tends
to be very time consuming though. The inherent redundancy among the
overlapping images calls for more efficient solutions. This paper proposes
an alternative approach that exploits the geometry of a 3D mesh model
obtained from multi-view reconstruction. Instead of clustering similar
views, we predict the best view before the actual labelling. For this we
find the single image part that bests supports the correct semantic la-
belling of each face of the underlying 3D mesh. Moreover, our single-
image approach may surprise because it tends to increase the accuracy
of the model labelling when compared to approaches that fuse the labels
from multiple images. As a matter of fact, we even go a step further,
and only explicitly label a subset of faces (e.g. 10%), to subsequently fill
in the labels of the remaining faces. This leads to a further reduction of
computation time, again combined with a gain in accuracy. Compared
to a process that starts from the semantic labelling of the images, our
method to semantically label 3D models yields accelerations of about 2
orders of magnitude. We tested our multi-view semantic labelling on a
variety of street scenes.
Keywords: semantic segmentation, multi-view, efficiency, view selec-
tion, redundancy, ranking, importance, labeling
1 Introduction
Multi-view 3D reconstructions are common these days. Not only have tourist
data become ubiquitous [1, 2] but the images also often result from deliberate
mobile mapping campaigns [3–6]. The images have to exhibit sufficient redun-
dancy – overlap – in order to be suited for Structure-from-Motion (SfM) and
Multi-View Stereo (MVS) reconstruction. In the meantime, solutions have been
worked out to keep the number of images within bounds, primarily for making
the reconstruction pipelines applicable to larger scenes. For instance, the redun-
dancy can be captured by measuring visual similarity between images, and the
scene can be summarized, e.g. by constructing a graph of iconic views [2].
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Fig. 1. View overlap is ignored by existing work in semantic scene labelling, and fea-
tures in all views for all surface parts are extracted redundantly and expensively (top
left). In turn, we propose a fine-grained view selection (top right), as well as to reduce
scene coverage (bottom left) by only classifying regions essential in terms of classifi-
cation accuracy. The labels of the classified regions are then spread into all regions
(bottom right). This sparsity increases efficiency by orders of magnitude, while also
increasing the accuracy of the final result (bottom right vs. top left).
In the aftermath of SfM/MVS reconstruction processes arise recent efforts
to make these 3D models widely applicable. An important step in that direction
is to augment the models with semantic labels, i.e. to identify parts of the 3D
data to belong to certain object classes (e.g. building, tree, car, etc), or object
part classes (e.g. door, window, wheel, etc). Typically, the semantic labelling is
carried out in all the overlapping images used for 3D reconstruction [7, 8]. This
implies that many parts of the scene get labeled multiple times, resulting in a
large computational overhead in the order of the redundancy of the image set.
The runtime of semantic classification pipelines still lies between 10 s and 300 s
per image [8]. Worse, these speeds are reported for moderately sized images of
320×240 pixels, and not for the high-resolution megapixel-sized images common
for SfM. The bottleneck of redundant labelling is not in the classification step [9–
11], but rather in feature extraction and description. Also, an extra step is needed
after labelling the images, namely, to fuse the different labels of the same 3D
patch in order to obtain a consistently labelled model.
We propose an alternative strategy to semantically label the 3D model. We
start by producing the mesh model and then determine for each of its faces
which single image is best suited to well capture the true semantic assignment
of the face. Not only do we avoid to needlessly process a multitude of images for
the same mesh face, but we also have the advantage that we can exploit both
geometry (3D model) and appearance (image). Moreover, the accuracy of the
semantic labelling will be shown to improve over that of multi-view labelling.
A somewhat similar problem is known from texture mapping or image-based
rendering. There decisions have to be made about which image to use to render
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the local appearance of the model. As to avoid the texture getting blurred, it is
also quite usual to look for the best source image among a set of possibilities.
Most methods use criteria that are related to the size of the model patch in the
image and the degree to which the view is orthogonal to the patch. One may
expect to find the same criteria to dominate the choice in segmentation as well,
but that intuition is misleading for our application, as we will also show.
On top of selecting a single view to get each face’s label from, we speed the
process up further by not providing explicit classification for all the faces. We
will demonstrate that it suffices to do this for about 30% of the faces, whereas
all remaining labels can be inferred from those that were extracted. Moreover,
this second parsimony again increases the accuracy of labelling.
We demonstrate our semantic labelling approach for different street scenes.
Yet the core of our method is general and can be applied to different types of
scenes and objects. In keeping with the central goals of the paper, we achieve a
speedup with about two orders of magnitude while improving the label accuracy.
In summary our contributions are the following.
1. An alternative approach is proposed for multi-view semantic labelling, effi-
ciently combining the geometry of the 3D model and the appearance of a
single, appropriately chosen view - denoted as reducing view redundancy.
2. We show the beneficial effect of reducing the initial labelling to a well-chosen
subset of discriminative surface parts, and then using these labels to infer
the labels of the remaining surface. This is denoted as scene coverage.
3. As a result, we accelerate the labelling by two orders of magnitude and make
a finer-grained labelling of large models (e.g. of cities) practically feasible.
4. Finally, we provide a new 3D dataset of densely labelled images.
2 Related Work
The research in the field of semantic segmentation has enjoyed much attention
and success in the last years (+17% in 5 years on PASCAL [12]). Yet most se-
mantic segmentation approaches still rely on redundant independent 2D analysis.
Only recently some dived into the 3D realm and exploit joining the domains.
In the 2D domain, the initial works dealt mostly with feature description
and learning. [13] introduced TextonBoost which exploits multiple texture filters
with an effective boost learning algorithm. [14] uses the output of the trained
classifier as new feature input for training several cascades. Additional works
included higher-order terms [15, 16] and simplification by superpixels [17, 18].
Others focused on better graphical models [19, 20] or including detectors [7, 21].
None of the above focus on the scalability issue of large scenes and only oper-
ate on individual images. Pure 2D scalable semantic classification was addressed
in [8], which reduces by nearest neighbor searching for images and superpixels.
For the 2D domain in streetside, where surfaces are more structured
than in arbitrary scenes, fewer works have been carried out. [22] pioneered the
feel for architectural scene segmentation. [23] carried out 2D classification with
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a generic image height prior. [24, 25] both used streetside object detectors on top
of local features to improve the classification performance. Yet classification is
performed on 2D images. 3D is introduced only at a procedural level [26–28].
[29] exploit temporal smoothness on highway scenes. The idea is that redun-
dant time-adjacent frames should be consistently labeled, where assumption is
that between frames the motion is not too strong (always forward looking and
high-frame rate) and scene content is redundantly present.
For the 3D domain in streetside, [5] were the first to combine sparse SfM
and semantic classification. [3] interleaved 2.5D depth estimation and semantic
labelling. In these lines [30] used dense 2.5D depth images for classification and
[31] used semantic segmentation for deciding where to use 2.5D depth for plane
fitting. [32] again worked only on sparse 3D data and yet provides a method for
linking these different densities of the full 2D image and sparse 3D domain. [4]
classified 2D images and then aggregated their labels to provide an overhead map
of the scene. This uses a homography assumption to aggregate the birdseye map
of the scenes. Most accuracy problems arise because of occlusions and averaging
of multiple views. Recently, [33, 34] combined the creation of geometry with the
semantic labelling implicitly evaluating all data redundantly.
Most related to our baseline are the works [10, 9] who used 3D meshes to
directly label 3D scenes. This has the benefit of using 3D features and operating
in one place to fuse the classification yet still requires description and classifica-
tion. [10] showed how a common 3D classification can speed up the labelling over
redundant 2D classification. [9] introduced decision tree fields for 3D labelling
to learn which pairwise connections are important for efficient inference.
Yet in summary, all of the 3D semantic research uses all data redundantly.
All images are fully analyzed, described and all its features classified.
Related work for the view selection has only been carried out on an im-
age level. Before SfM, the visual graphs are analyzed and clustered for iconic
scenes [2, 1] to split the data into coherent scene parts. After SfM, camera and
geometry information are used to select clusters and non-redundant views - again
only at the image level [35, 36].
Our work is inspired by the related world of 3D model texturing, where the
goal is to find an optimal single texture file for a 3D model [37–39]. Usually, for
finding the single best texture, the largest projection in terms of area size or
most fronto-parallel view is used in addition to lighting constancy constraints.
We propose to change this paradigm and only analyze the most discriminative
views of the data. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to actively exploit
this redundancy in a multi-view semantic labeling. Further, we propose a novel
view to select the best such view by selecting the best view according to its
ability to classify the scene correctly.
A further note on 3D datasets, most related work only shows examples
on small outdoor scenes of single coarse buildings or small indoor scenes like
the NYU 3D scenes [40]. The datasets for semantic streetside labeling consist
of very few coarse labels (building, vegetation, road) and do not focus on the
details of the scenes. For example, datasets like Leuven [3], Yotta [4], CamVid [5]
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(a) CamVid (b) Leuven (c) Yotta (d) KITTI (e) Full428
Fig. 2. Dataset overview - most are coarsely labelled at low resolution. We use a pixel
accurate labelling with fine details at 1-3 megapixel resolution. (rightmost).
and the KITTI [6] labelled for semantics by [10] only contain these coarse scenes
labels, see Figure 2. Except for CamVid where there exist 700 accurately labelled
ground truth images, the other datasets only contain coarsely labelled images
(in order of user strokes) from 70 to 89 images for training and testing.
In this work, we move to finely detailed ground truth labels including building
detail such as windows, doors, balconies, etc. Further, the dataset is used for SfM
with high resolution images of 1-3 megapixels and pixel-accurate dense labels.
3 3D Surface and Semantic Classification
Our final goal is to label each part of the scene – a 3D mesh surface – by detailed
semantic labels (wall, window, door, sky, road, etc). We briefly describe the
multi-view reconstruction methods to obtain the surface, the cues for semantic
scene labelling, and then dive into the multi-view scene labelling problem.
3.1 Multi-View Surface Reconstruction
Our input is a set of images which are initially fed to standard SfM/MVS algo-
rithms to produce a mesh. SIFT features [41] are extracted and matched across
the images, and reconstructed along with the cameras by using incremental
bundle adjustment [42]. The estimated views are clustered and used to compute
depth maps via dense MVS. Volumetric fusion is performed by tetrahedral par-
titioning of space over the obtained dense 3D point cloud, and by exploiting
point-wise visibility information in a voting scheme [43, 44]. The final surface is
recovered using a robust volumetric graph cuts optimization [45].
The output of the reconstruction procedure is the set of cameras C = {cj}
and a surface meshM, which consists of a set of 3D vertices, a set of face edges
and a set of triangular faces F = {fi}. Since we are about to assign semantic
labels to faces fi, we will represent this mesh as a graph, where nodes correspond
to mesh faces and edges correspond to face adjacencies.
3.2 Heavy vs. Light Features for Semantic Labelling
For semantic labelling, we extract simple 2D image and geometric features. The
typical approach is to extract features for every location of every single image
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Fig. 3. Features like color and gradient filters are expensive since they are densely
calculated in the entire image. Geometry-based are more light-weight. Extra features
like denseSIFT should improve the baseline, yet are even heavier to calculate.
in the dataset. We deviate from this dense computational scheme to a sparse
computation, which is a main contribution of this paper.
In contrast to related work [10, 9], we split the features into two sets. The
first set consists of features that will take longer time to compute:
X heavy = (L∗, a∗, b∗, t, h, d,n), (1)
This is a 16-dimensional feature vector containing the CIELAB Lab∗ color com-
ponents, 8 responses of the MR8 filter bank [46, 47] in vector t, the height h
defined as the distance from the ground plane, the depth d w.r.t. the dominant
plane (e.g. facade plane), and the surface normal n, shown in Figure 3. One could
use additional features here, e.g. dense SIFT, etc. See [8, 10, 16] for inspiration.
To aggregate features over the projection of a face f ∈ F in any observ-
ing camera c, we use Sigma Points [48], which efficiently capture the first two
statistical moments of the feature vectors.
The second set contains only lightweight features:
X light = (A2D, A3D, A2D/A3D, α), (2)
where A3D is the area of a mesh face f ∈ F , A2D is the area of its 2D projection
in a specific camera c ∈ C, and α is the angle of observation of the face from c.
It should be emphasized that X heavy relies on image content, whereas X light
relies on geometric information only. In practice, calculation of X light takes only
a fraction of the time (120 seconds for all 1.8 million faces and 428 camera views
vs. 21+ hours needed to calculate X heavy for the Full428 dataset).
3.3 Multi-View Optimization For 3D Surface Labelling
We define a mesh graph GM = (F , E), where the nodes represent the triangular
faces F = {fi} of the surface mesh M, and E is the set of graph edges, which
encode 3D adjacencies between the faces. We aim to assign a label xi from the
set of possible semantic labels L = {l1, l2, . . . , lL} to each of the n faces fi. A
possible complete labelling of the mesh is denoted by x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn).
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A Conditional Random Field (CRF) is defined over this graph and we aim
to find the Maximum-A-Posteriori (MAP) labelling x∗ of the surface mesh M.
This is equivalent to an energy minimization problem of the general form
x∗ = argmin
x∈Ln
E(x),
which we solve by efficient multi-label optimization, namely, the alpha-expansion
graphcuts [49–51]. Our energy consists of unary data terms for every face fi, and
pairwise regularity terms for every pair of adjacent faces (fi, fj).
E(x) =
n∑
fi∈F
∑
cj∈C
Θ(fi, cj , xi) + λ ·
∑
(fi,fj)∈E
Ψ(fi, fj , xi, xj) (3)
where
∑
cj
Θ(fi, cj , xi) is the potential (penalty) for face fi obtaining label xi.
Θ(fi, cj , xi) is a per-view subterm, which relies on the single specific projection
(an observation) of face fi into view cj . It can be written as the log-likelihood
Θ(fi, cj , l) = − log p(l | Xij), (4)
where Xij = X (fi, cj) denotes the feature vector associated to the projection of
face fi into camera cj , and p(l | Xij) is the likelihood of label l ∈ L for this
particular projection of the face. In our scenario, the likelihoods p(l | X ) are
provided by a random forest classifier trained on ground truth labels using the
features described in Section 3.2.
The pairwise potential Ψ(fi, fj , xi, xj) in Eq. 3 enforces spatially smooth
labelling solutions over the mesh faces by penalizing occurrences of adjacent
faces fi and fj obtaining different labels (xi 6= xj). We use a Potts model
Ψ(xi, xj) =
{
0 if xi = xj
∇ if xi 6= xj , (5)
where ∇ = 1 is a constant penalty. In the future, we plan to weight ∇ in function
of the dihedral angles or plane distances between neighboring faces.
The coefficient λ in Eq. 3 controls the balance between unary and pairwise,
data and smoothness terms. A grid search showed that λ = 0.5 works best.
Now for the fun part, it should be emphasized that each triangle fi is typically
observed from multiple cameras cj . This redundant set of observations poses a
computational challenge when extracting the feature vectors X (fi, cj) over all
views cj and for each face fi. In the classical formulation, every view is considered
and the final unary potential is aggregated over all views (see the second sum over
the camera set C in the unary term of Eq. 3). In our findings, this is unnecessary.
In the following section we describe our model of view importance and how it can
be used to reduce the redundant set of views to the single most discriminative
view for a more efficient semantic scene classification.
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Fig. 4. Geometric link between 3D model and 2D image space. Contrary to related
work in view clustering, we look for the best view c∗(fi) per mesh triangle fi. For small
viewing angles the texture is visually pleasing but not best for semantic classification.
4 Multi-view Observation Importance
In a multi-view scenario redundancy is inherent due to the view overlaps needed
for SfM/MVS. Prior work ignored the relationship between these views. In turn,
we start by defining two characteristics of the computational burden.
First, view redundancy Ri is the number of redundant camera views a
mesh face fi is observed in. See the top of Figure 7 and Table 1 for some typical
average view redundancy values. Each triangle of the scene is visible in up to 50
cameras (R¯ = 49) on average! We aim for zero view redundancy (Ri ≡ 0, ∀fi).
Second, we define (prior) scene coverage S as the percentage of mesh faces
used for feature extraction and semantic classification. Traditionally, the entire
scene is classified (S = 100%). However, small areas or parts of homogeneous
areas may not need to be classified individually, as the graphcut optimization
in Section 3 is capable of spreading the correct labelling into these regions from
“covered” regions, i.e. regions where the unaries in Eq. 3 are actually evaluated.
Our method aims at reducing both the view redundancy and the scene cov-
erage for an efficient classification, while also improving accuracy. An initial idea
could be to use a single global texture by fusing all images, and to only use this
texture for extracting and classifying the heavy features. However, as we will
show, the visually best texture is not always the best for semantic classifica-
tion. Hence, we avoid using a fused texture, and rather keep the rich multi-view
environment to decide which views are discriminative, yet before classification.
4.1 Ranking Observations by Importance
In this section, we are looking for the most discriminative view per mesh face in
terms of semantic classification. Since SfM also delivers the exact camera models
C = {cj}, we can accurately relate each 3D surface element fi (triangular mesh
face) to each of the views cj , as shown in Figure 4. For efficiency, we aim to
eliminate observations which are redundant or less important.
For this, we introduce the term observation importance I, which deviates
from the existing paradigms of pairwise view clustering and ranking. In our work,
we require a relationship to the 3D scene, and define Iij per observation of a
mesh face fi in any camera cj . Furthermore, our observation importance ranks
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according to usefulness for final semantic scene classification rather than for
camera clustering or texturing.
Inspired by its success in texture mapping, we will rank the views by the
simple texture features such as area and angle. However generally, we define
a ranking function that weights the cheap geometric cues for predicting the
likelihood of the final classifier performance. The goal is to rank each triangle
projection without the heavy feature set. Our importance rank is defined as
Iij = p(fi is classified correctly in cj |X lightij ). (6)
We learn to regress these probabilities, by requiring that Iij correlates with
view and face-wise classification accuracies resulted from the classical scenario,
i.e. when all views and all faces are used to extract all features. A view cj is
reliable for classifying face fi if the semantic label x
∗
i = argminl∈LΘ(fi, cj , l)
equals the ground truth label. Hence, for the training set, we extract all features
and classify all observations of every mesh face. This provides binary labels for
reliability (correct/incorrect). We use these and the features X light (including,
e.g. area A2Dij , observation angle αij) to train a meta-classifier. For this, we use
random forests again and, according to Eq. 6, we use the final leaf probability,
i.e. classifier confidence, as a measure of the importance Iij . Intuitively, views
cj with small apparent area A
2D
ij of face fi, or views observing the face from a
sharper angle αij should be less reliable. For completeness, we also experimented
using individual features, such as area A2Dij , angle αij , class likelihood Θ defined
in Eq. 4, or its entropy H[Θ], to replace the importance Iij .
4.2 Reducing View Redundancy and Scene Coverage
For both characteristics – view redundancy and scene coverage – we use the
observation ranking in Eq. 6 to remove redundant views.
For view redundancy, we optimize for the best observation c∗(fi) of each
face fi over all views cj ∈ C. This simplifies the energy function in Eq. 3 to
ER(x) =
∑
fi∈F
Θ(fi, c
∗(fi), xi) + . . . , with c∗(fi) = argmax
∀cj∈C
(Iij), (7)
where we select only the maximally informative view per triangle instead of
merging unary potentials from all observations. Thus, Xheavy only needs to be
extracted, described and classified in these most informative views.
For scene coverage, we only classify a subset of all triangles that are present
in the surface mesh. We choose for each face fi the most informative view c
∗(fi)
having importance Ii∗. We then rank faces according to their values Ii∗ and only
use the set of top k faces Fk ⊂ F for further heavy feature extraction, rather
than the full set F . This further simplifies the energy to
ES(x) =
∑
fi∈Fk
Θ(fi, c
∗(fi), xi) + λ ·
∑
(fi,fj)∈E
Ψ(fi, fj , xi, xj) (8)
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Table 1. Summary of all results (details in supplemental). Semantic Segmentation
accuracy (PASCAL IOU in %) for Full428, Sub28 and CamVid102 datasets. By reduc-
ing redundancy to zero and also scene coverage to 1/6th, we speedup by 2 orders of
magnitude. Ranking by area is better than angle yet the 1st ranks are not best (bold).
Full428 Sub28 CamVid102 Description
S
ta
ts 1794k 185k 46k # Triangles
428 (8) 28 (8) 102 (11) # Images (# Categories)
9 ± 3 8 ± 2 50 ± 27 Redundancy
B
a
se
li
n
e
E
q
.
(3
)
35.77 26.05 42.61 MAP SUMALL (λ = 0)
35.25 25.13 29.25 MAP MINENTROPY (λ = 0)
35.57 25.19 33.21 MAP BESTPROB (λ = 0)
37.33 26.63 50.80 GC SUMALL (baseline)
37.82 26.93 36.73 GC MINENTROPY ∀Cj
38.27 25.42 37.31 GC MAXPROB ∀Cj
S
in
g
le
V
ie
w
E
q
.
(7
)
37.38 (8px) 26.09 (18px) 52.19 (135px) Ranked 1st GC AREA (avg)
37.38 (8px) 26.60 (15px) 54.60 (62px) Ranked 4th GC AREA (avg)
35.73 (9°) 25.64 (8°) 47.84 (37°) Ranked 1st GC ANGLE (avg)
36.06 (15°) 26.34 (24°) 50.04 (41°) Ranked 4th GC ANGLE (avg)
37.04 (0.19) 26.19 (0.49) 52.62 (0.70) Ranked 1st GC LEARN (avg)
37.64 (0.18) 26.86 (0.47) 56.01 (0.63) Ranked 4th GC LEARN (avg)
C
ov
er
a
g
e
E
q
.
(8
) 38.37 (15%) 28.28 (27%) 61.07 (35%) Best Accuracy (AREA)
37.68 (14%) 26.39 (12%) 57.08 (20%) 1st as Baseline (AREA)
35.73 (35%) 26.83 (74%) 54.37 (16%) Best Accuracy (ANGLE)
35.67 (35%) 25.76 (22%) 52.20 (13%) 1st as Baseline (ANGLE)
37.08 (35%) 27.97 (40%) 60.57 (31%) Best Accuracy (LEARN)
36.15 (33%) 25.96 (34%) 52.98 (13%) 1st as Baseline (LEARN)
T
im
in
g
1280min 88min 184min TIME Full View Redundancy
11.9x 8.6x 52.6x SPEEDUP Zero Redundancy
108min 10.2min 3.5min TIME Zero Redundancy
7.1x 8.3x 5.0x SPEEDUP 1st Coverage as Eq. (3)
15min 1.2min 0.7min TIME 1st Coverage as Eq. (3)
85x 72x 262x SPEEDUP Overall
+1.04% +1.65% +11.81% GAIN Overall (absolute)
103% 106% 124% GAIN Overall (relative)
which contains unary potentials for only the top k mesh faces, i.e. we set the
unaries of all remaining faces to zero. The smoothness term will take care of
propagating labels into these areas. An optimal labelling over the complete face
set F defines our final labelling solution (see bottom right of Figure 1).
This is where we again deviate from existing approaches, which evaluate
all potentials as they have no means to rank them. Only a recent work [11]
introduced the so-called Expected Label Change (ELC) ranking after sampling
where to evaluate Θ and running full optimization multiple times. In a multi-
view scenario, our methods avoids such a redundant graphcut optimization to
estimate the ranking, as we propose the light geometric features to directly
estimate the ranking.
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5 Experimental Evaluation
In this section we analyze the effect of eliminating view redundancy and reducing
scene coverage at the classification stage. As shown below our method consid-
erably reduces computational burden, while showing that we not only maintain
but can also improve the final classification accuracy.
We divide our experiments into two investigations summarized in Figure 2
and Table 1. First, we evaluate various importance measures as detailed in Sec-
tion 4.1 to find the most discriminative view per mesh face. Second, we evaluate
the effect of reducing the scene coverage at the classification stage.
Our datasets consist of three outdoor urban scenes annotated with ground
truth labels, such as road, wall, window, door, street sign, balcony, door, sky,
sidewalk, etc. CamVid [5] is a public dataset. We use its sequence 0016E5, which
contains the most buildings and frames. Note that SfM/MVS was only stable
for a subset sequence of 102 of its 300 frames. We introduce the larger ETHZ
RueMonge 2014 dataset (short: Full428) showing 60 buildings in 428 images
covering 700 meters along Rue Monge street in Paris. It has dense and accurate
ground-truth labels (Figure 2). Sub28 is a smaller set of 28 images showing four
buildings. The CamVid dataset is taken from a car driving forward on a road
(with an average viewing angle of 40°) while in the other two datasets the human
camera man points more or less towards the buildings (avg. angle ≈ 10°).
We split each dataset into independent training and testing buildings of
roughly 50% of the images and train using all observations of all triangles of
the training set. We train both classifiers using a random forest [52, 53] because
of its inherent abilities to handle multiple classes, label noise and non-linearity
of the features. The number of trees is optimized to 10 and depth to 20 levels.
Please note that our method to reduce view redundancy and scene coverage
is general and the speedup generalizes to other semantic classification pipelines.
Hence, to study the exact differences, we use the graphcut optimization explained
in Eq. (3) over all views as our main baseline (see Table 1).
5.1 Single Discriminative Views - Zero Redundancy
In this first experiment, we determine the most discriminative measure for ob-
servation importance. We evaluate the measures in terms of semantic scene clas-
sification using PASCAL IOU accuracy averaged over all classes. Table 1 is a
summary of our findings. Please look in the supplemental material and website
for more detailed results.
As one would expect, exploiting all of the view redundancy and averaging the
classifier confidence from each observation (SUMALL) provides stable results.
However, these approaches do not provide any speedup and require all the heavy
features to be extracted over all observations.
Yet calculating all potentials is the time consuming task, hence we focus on
how to find the best observation from cheap geometric features only. The mea-
sures to rank are apparent face area A2D (AREA), viewing angle α (ANGLE),
and our importance in Eq. 6 (LEARN).
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Fig. 5. Removing View Redundancy: showing accuracy for the single k-th ranked fea-
ture on x-axis (e.g. 1st largest area, 10th smallest angle, 4th learned importance) and
average feature value (red dash). The smaller the area or the larger the angle, the worse
performance gets. Our learned performance captures the combination of area and angle
better. This is CamVid, other datasets are in supplemental material.
From the evaluations, we have three conclusions. First, on average using the
2D projection area works better than the viewing angle. This is likely due to
more robust statistics of larger areas and implicit preference for closer views, as
the viewing angle is scale-invariant. Despite the challenging datasets of hugely
varying appearance (training to testing performance drops roughly by 30%),
other experiments show that the view invariance of the classifier is inherently
quite high, which could further explain why the minimum angle is not as useful.
Second and surprisingly, our findings show that neither the largest 2D area
nor the most fronto-parallel view deliver the best performance. Rows 10-14 in
Table 1 show the average area/angle to change several units for slightly better
results. This gain is higher for CamVid because of the steep forward-looking
camera and also because of the different semantic classes. For more detail over
the class-averaged measures in Figure 5, we also looked at classwise results for
area. For all datasets, the classes captured by changing thin 3D surfaces (pole,
fence, door, window, sign/pole, etc) experience a gain in accuracy with less
frontal projections. These findings suggest that for these classes slanted views
better capture the 3D structure.
Overall, our learned combination of the light features works best, since it can
balance the distortion of the area and the extreme viewing angles.
5.2 Reduction of Scene Coverage
In the second experiment, we investigate how many total mesh faces are really
essential for good performance semantic classification in multi-view scenarios.
Going one step further, we reduce the scene coverage and only select the top k
triangles after selecting the most discriminative view per triangle.
Here our baselines are a) using all redundancies and the zero redundancy of
b) area and c) angle - all at full coverage. The results are shown as average over
all classes (top) and as classwise results (bottom) in Figure 6. First conclusion is
that the area is usually better at selecting the important triangles for coverage.
Its curve climbs faster and overall its accuracy is higher, except for steep-angled
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Fig. 6. Reducing Scene Coverage: showing accuracy over percentage of selected trian-
gles within graph optimization. Dashed lines are accuracy at full coverage (allviews,
maxarea, minangle, importance). On average 30% are sufficient to label the entire scene
as correctly as 100% coverage! Last rows show classwise results (see text for details).
CamVid dataset. Here the angle measure works better, and overall our learned
importance combining the two is best.
Second conclusion may surprise again, we can even get better than the base-
lines at full coverage (dashed lines)! This is explained by the smaller classes
(which occur less frequently and cover less space). Not sampling these early, re-
moves competition for the large classes, which perform much better here. Hence,
it is the size of the area that matters. As the importance measure is less good
at the early coverage (below 10% coverage), we visualized the three measures
and learned that the area is spread across the scene where our learned ranking
focuses more on high confidence classes like building and road.
Third and most important conclusion, for large classes it is enough to use 10%
of the scene coverage to reach the baselines. Overall, around 30% scene coverage
stable results are obtained for all classes. This means that 70% of the potentials
usually calculated for semantic scene segmentation are not necessary. The same
accuracy can be achieved by using our proposed observation importance and
optimization over the graph neighborhood.
6 Conclusions
In this work we investigated methods for reducing the inherent data overlap
of multi-view semantic segmentation. As the speeds for other parts have been
improved, the bottleneck is the redundant feature extraction and classification.
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a. Full428 (zooms below) b. Sub28 (failure ) c. CamVid (SfM part)
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Fig. 7. Overview of results - top left is full street, view redundancy as heatmap (more
redundancy, the greener), ground truth (zoomed for two parts of street), and results for
full redundancy, single best view and best score for coverage (at stable 30%). Overall,
the accuracy are the same after all our speedups. Middle column shows failure cases (),
where the initial classifier already fails and gracefully further smoothes the results.
By exploiting the geometry and introducing single discriminative views per
detailed scene part (a triangle), we avoid the redundancy and only classify a
single time. This provides a speedup in the order of the data redundancy.
Further, we showed that simple features used for texture mapping are not
best when the goal is semantic scene classification. Our learned importance better
combines the features like area and viewing angle and improves the ranking.
Lastly, we proposed further efficiency by reducing the scene coverage and
classifying only 30% of the scene and still obtain accurate labels for the entire
scene. All in all, after reducing the redundancy and coverage we even increase
the overall accuracy.
For future work we noticed that the overall accuracy of the scene classification
depends on the resolution of this mesh as too large triangles cover semantic units
and small triangles are not reliable for classification. Hence we plan to find the
best resolution and rank even features in terms of the their computational effort.
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